Reference Books and Articles--True CSA History Southern Perspective

The South Under Siege 1830 to 2000 by Frank Conner. It has a list of reference books. (Available from James King $35)

Truths of History by Mildred Lewis Rutherford
Red Republicans and Lincoln Marxists by Benson and Kennedy
War For What by Francis Springer
Lincoln Takes Command by Francis Springer
The Gray Book by SCV in the 1930's
The Invasion of the Southern States by Samuel Ashe (last surviving CSA Commissioned Officer) 1935  (I ESPECIALLY RECOMMEND THIS 80 Page Booklet)
The Real Lincoln by Thomas DiLorenzo
A New Look at Abraham Lincoln His Agenda and an Unnecessary War by Thomas DiLorenzo
The South Was Right by Ronald & Donald Kennedy
Slavery Was Not The Cause of the War Between The States The Irrefutable Argument by Gene Kizer
Lincoln Uber Alles-Dictatorship Comes To America by John Avery Emison
The Uncivil War- Shattering the Historical Myths by Leonard Scruggs
Is Secession Treason by Albert Bledsoe
The Slave Narratives (one for each southern state 1934-1938)
Civil War Books—a checked price list by Broadfoot (Over 1000 reference books listed)
Confederate Veteran Magazine---Early 1900's to current issues
Southern Partisan magazine ---1990 to mid 2000's
Quotes and summaries from books by Bernhard Thuersam NC Sesq. Chairman posted on SHNV Weekly (Southern Heritage News and Views)
Causes of War by Gordon
Causes of War by Hunter
Causes of War by Christian
Causes of War by Settle
Causes of War by McCrady
Causes of War by Scruggs
Some Things For Which The South Did Not Fight by Henry Tucker Graham
An Inconvenient History-Causes of War by Republicae Part 1 and Part 2
The Lost Cause by Edward A. Pollard
Southern History of the War by Pollard
Bernhard Thuersam posts a summary or reference from 1 or more books weekly in SHNV

The truth has been documented. It is just not what is taught in America's classrooms. The victor of a war writes the history. What passes as the history of the old South, the war, and reconstruction is at best a highly biased New England perspective and at worst no more than Yankee lies and propaganda.
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